Inhibition of the responses of neurons in the rat spinal cord to noxious skin heating by stimulation in midbrain periaqueductal gray or lateral reticular formation.
Single units responsive to noxious heating of glabrous hindfoot skin were recorded in the lumbar spinal cord of rats anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital. Unit responses to heat stimuli (e.g. 50 degrees C, 10 s) delivered at 2-min intervals were stable and were markedly suppressed during stimulation (100-ms pulse trains at 100 Hz, 3/s, 25-400 microA) in the midbrain periaqueductal gray (PAG) or lateral reticular formation (LRF). Inhibition did not appear to outlast the midbrain stimulation period. By systematically varying the position of an array of 3 or 5 stimulating electrodes, we observed that stimulation in PAG and subjacent tegmental areas, as well as in widespread regions of the LRF bilaterally, suppressed unit responses to noxious skin heating. The degree of suppression of unit responses increased with graded increases in PAG or LRF stimulation intensity. LRF appeared to be more efficacious than PAG stimulation, based on lower currents at threshold, as well as on significantly greater slopes in current-inhibition plots for LRF compared to PAG stimulation. Unit responses increased linearly with graded increases in stimulus temperature from 42 to 54 degrees C. Slopes of temperature-response lines were reduced during PAG stimulation with no change in response threshold, while temperature-response lines were shifted in a parallel manner toward higher temperatures during LRF stimulation with an increase in response threshold. The results suggest that differential inhibitory systems are activated by PAG or LRF stimulation and are discussed in relation to previous findings in the cat and as a possible mechanism of stimulation-produced analgesia.